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Abstract Nine healthy subjects performed 2D pointing movements using a joystick that controlled a screen cursor. Continuous visual feedback was provided until movement completion. Three variables were systematically manipulated: (1) target distance, (2) target size and (3) target direction. A four-way factorial ANOVA was used to analyze the effects of these fixed factors and of the random factor of subject on several movement parameters. Movement time increased with increasing distance and decreasing target size and as predicted from Fitts’ law. The target direction did not affect movement time. In contrast the direction, distance and size of the target significantly affected the movement time until the first zero crossing on the speed record reflecting the time to bring the arm into the vicinity of the target. Movements on the lateral axis of the horizontal plane (horizontal movements) resulted in a decrease in initial movement time compared to movements on the anterior axis of the horizontal plane (vertical movements). A significant effect of target distance and direction but not target size was observed for the magnitude of maximum acceleration, maximum speed and maximum deceleration. Horizontal movements had a larger maximum acceleration, speed and deceleration. Furthermore the maximum speed and deceleration occurred earlier in time for these horizontal movements. Finally the number of secondary peaks on the speed record increased with decreasing target size and was not affected by the target distance or target direction. In conclusion our results indicate that different movement parameters are affected by target distance, size and direction. The crucial distinction was between parameters affected by target size and direction. These parameters did not overlap. Target direction affects the first part of movement execution while target N. Smyrnis (✉) · I. Evdokimidis · T.S. Constantinidis G. Kastrinakis Cognition and Action Group, Neurology Department, National University of Athens, Medical School, Aeginition Hospital, 72 Vas. Sofias Ave., Athens 11528, Greece e-mail: [email protected] Tel.: +30 1 7289115, Fax: 30 1 7216474



size affects the final part of movement execution. Thus a clear segmentation of movement execution in two phases is supported by these results. The implications of these results for theoretical models of speed-accuracy trade-off are discussed. Key words Pointing movement · Speed-accuracy trade-off · Movement direction · Human · Motor control



Introduction The execution of a fast and accurate pointing movement results in the observation that speed and accuracy are inversely related (speed-accuracy trade-off). When the accuracy of the movement (defined as the specified target width) is manipulated then movement time is related to the required distance and accuracy of the movement through the equation: MT = a + b log2 (2 × targetdistance / targetwidth) MT is movement time and a and b are regression coefficients (Fitts 1954; Fitts and Peterson 1964). This formulation, often referred to as “Fitts’ law,” has been verified for a variety of different experimental conditions using different parts of the body for accurate pointing (see Plamondon and Alimi 1997 for review). When the accuracy of the movement is allowed to vary then variability of the end point of a pointing movement increases with increasing distance and decreasing time to movement completion (Schmidt et al. 1979). Other models constructed to explain the speed-accuracy trade-off resulted in reformulations of Fitts’ law to fit certain sets of experimental data (Crossman and Goodeve 1983; Jagacinski et al. 1980; Hoffman 1991; MacKenzie 1989; Meyer et al. 1988; Plamondon 1995a, 1995b; Burdet and Milner 1998). One issue that has not been addressed by these models concerns the generality of Fitts’ law for movements in different directions in two-dimensional space (Georgopoulos et al. 1981; Hermann and Soechting 1997). It has been shown that the direction of movement
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affects the accuracy of the movement when no visual feedback is provided and the accuracy is measured as the amount of end-point variability of the movement (Gordon et al. 1994b). Furthermore, the effects of target direction and distance on end-point variability are independent, suggesting that direction and distance are separately specified by the motor system (Gordon at al. 1994a). The first aim of this study was to investigate the effects of direction of a pointing movement on the speedaccuracy trade-off. Thus the distance and size of the target were also systematically varied. Visual feedback of the pointing movement was continuously available. The study of arm movements in two-dimensional and three-dimensional space has resulted in the following major observations: (1) the movement trajectory is close to a straight line and (2) the velocity curve of the movement is bell shaped (Georgopoulos et al. 1981; Morasso 1981; Soechting and Laquanity 1981; Abend et al. 1982). The execution of accurate pointing movements results in a velocity profile that has more than one peak. It has been proposed that a rapid and accurate movement can be decomposed in two phases: (1) the initial adjustment phase and (2) the current control phase. During the first phase, a large, bell-shaped velocity peak helps to bring the arm to the vicinity of the target while the secondary small peaks that follow help to accurately reach the target location (Woodworth 1899). However, there is disagreement as to the actual nature of and processes underlying the two phases. The first peak has been proposed to reflect the transport phase. Several groups have proposed that the magnitude of this peak is proportional to the movement speed while its shape remains invariant (Hollerbach and Flash 1982; Atkeson and Hollerbach 1985; Soechting 1984). However, when the accuracy of the movement is manipulated the shape of the initial velocity peak is affected (Marterniuk et al. 1987; MacKenzie et al. 1987). More specifically, the decelerating phase of the velocity peak is prolonged for more accurate movements. The smaller peaks appearing at the end of the velocity record might reflect a different process that is used to fine-tune the accuracy in reaching (Soechting 1984). These smaller peaks disappear when viewing the arm is not permitted (Chua and Elliott 1993, 1997), thus indicating a visual feedback control. Other models propose that the final velocity peaks need not reflect a feedback process (Plamondon 1995a, 1995b; Plamondon and Alimi 1997). Finally it has been proposed that the whole movement trajectory is under feedback control in the sense that the ongoing motor response is constantly compared with the goal of the movement (or its internal representation) (Prablanc and Martin 1992). We studied the velocity profiles of movements in two-dimensional space by manipulating the accuracy and distance of the movement. We expected from previous observations (Gordon et al. 1994a; Ghez et al. 1994) that the velocity would be affected by the direction of movement. This effect has been explained by the hypothesis that different initial inertia due to the position of the arm



is not compensated by the initial force the subject applies for different movement directions. This initial inertia anisotropy results in different initial accelerations. The second aim of this study was to investigate the interaction of movement direction with movement amplitude and movement accuracy on the velocity profile. Preliminary results of this study have been reported (Smyrnis et al. 1998).



Materials and methods Nine healthy subjects, seven male and two female [mean age 33.2 years, standard deviation (SD) 7.8 years], participated in this study. They were recruited from the staff and medical students at the Neurology Department of Aeginition Hospital. We received informed consent from all subjects after explaining to them the experimental procedure. The hospital ethics committee had approved the experimental protocol. Each subject sat comfortably in front of a computer screen placed at a distance of 70 cm from his/her forehead. The subject’s head rested on a head cushion mounted on the chair. The subject rested his/her hand on a joystick handle that could move freely. The movement of the joystick was almost frictionless. The joystick was a commercially available analog model that was modified for the purposes of this experiment. More specifically a spherical ball was attached to the joystick shaft that was used by the subjects to grasp the handle. The two potentiometers (X, Y) of the joystick were modified to measure potential as an output (instead of resistance) and the center of the two potentiometers was calibrated to zero potential (maximum potential was ±5 V). The joystick was positioned on a horizontal surface at waist level approximately 20 cm in front of the subject. The joystick handle was centered with respect to the body axis of the subject. Joystick movement controlled the X, Y position of a cursor on the computer screen. Data were sampled at 200 Hz using an analog 12-bit A/D converter (PCL-812PG, Advantech Co.) The ratio of joystick movement to cursor movement on the screen was 0.27, meaning that a 23-mm movement of the upper end of the joystick handle corresponded to a 85-mm movement of the cursor. For this range of small movements of the joystick, the joystick and the arm moved in a horizontal plane. All distance measurements in this study represent joystick handle displacement that is the actual distance that the hand moved. The subject performed pointing movements so that the cursor entered visual targets appearing on the screen. Each trial started when a target circle (diameter = 2.3 mm) appeared at the center of the screen. The subject moved the cursor within this target circle a variable distance and waited for a period of 3–4 s after which a peripheral target circle appeared. The subject was instructed to move the cursor as fast as possible to enter the peripheral target circle and maintain that position for 0.5 s. The following conditions constituted trial errors for which a tone of 200 Hz lasting 0.2 s was delivered: 1. The subject initiated the movement by exiting the center target before 0.1 s had elapsed after the peripheral target presentation (anticipation error). 2. The subject failed to initiate the movement by exiting the center target within 1 s after the peripheral target presentation (latency error). 3. The subject did not enter the peripheral target circle within 0.5 s from movement initiation measured as the time when the subject’s movement exited the center target circle (movement time error). 4. The subject moved the cursor outside of the peripheral target before 0.5 s had elapsed from the time that the cursor had entered the peripheral target circle (target pass error).



23 After the completion of the trial the screen was blank for 1 s before the center target was turned on again. The peripheral target circle was defined by the following parameters: (1) four different distances from the center of the center target to the center of the peripheral target (5.75 mm, 10.35 mm, 14.95 mm, 19.55 mm), (2) four different sizes (diameters of 2.3 mm, 3.5 mm, 4.6 mm, 5.8 mm), (3) four different directions in 2D space (right, corresponding to a right movement of the joystick handle; left, corresponding to a left movement; up, corresponding to a forward movement away from the body; and down, corresponding to a backward movement towards the body). Thus, 64 combinations of target distance, size and direction were used. Three repetitions of all combinations (192 trials) had to be performed without error for task completion. Only four subjects completed the task. The others stopped at about 200 movements without completing the full set of correct trials. For each trial we recorded the X, Y position data for the joystick movement. After smoothing using a running average of five consecutive values, the X, Y joystick position data were used to measure the instantaneous speed of movement (measured as the speed between two consecutive points X1, Y1 and X2, Y2) as follows: Distance = ((X2 – X1)2 + (Y2 – Y1)2)1/2 The instantaneous speed then was this distance in millimeters divided by the sampling interval (0.005 s). Figure 1 presents a single trial record. The actual trajectory is plotted on the upper part and the instantaneous speed record is plotted on the lower part of this figure. We used the instantaneous speed record of each trial to calculate the kinematic variables of interest. The instantaneous speed record started at the appearance of the peripheral target circle. The first three non-zero values were taken to indicate that a movement had started. The first one of these values was used to mark the onset of the movement. The time for the initial phase of the movement was measured from the onset of the movement to the time that a single zero value on the speed record was encountered again (see Fig. 1). The total movement time was measured as the time from the onset of the movement to the time when the instantaneous speed was stabilized to zero for at least 0.4 s during the period that the cursor remained in the peripheral target circle (see Fig. 1). If the cursor was moving in the target circle and did not stop for least 0.4 s before the end of the target hold period (set at 0.5 s), the trial was discarded from further analysis. This was a



Fig. 1 A typical example of a single trial is depicted. The positional record (X, Y position) is depicted in the top part. The two circles represent the center and peripheral targets. The instantaneous speed record is depicted in the lower part of the figure. All the kinematic parameters that were measured in this study are marked on the instantaneous speed record (see “Materials and methods” for a detailed description of the parameters)



strict criterion for including trials because subjects had to keep the handle perfectly still within the target circle. We repeated the analysis using a less strict criterion. Thus trials were excluded when the subjects kept the cursor still during the last 0.1 s of the 0.5-s waiting period. Using this more relaxed criterion we permitted a small amount of movement within the target circle to be included in the total movement time. The “maximum speed” was the maximum value of the instantaneous speed record. The time from the onset of the movement that maximum speed occurred was also calculated (see Fig. 1). The acceleration record was derived by differentiation of the instantaneous speed record. From this record we measured the maximum acceleration as well as the minimum acceleration, which was measured as the positive maximum deceleration. We also measured the time from the onset of the movement that the maximum deceleration occurred (see Fig. 1). Finally, we measured the number of peaks on the speed record. These were measured using the same procedure that was used to define the maximum speed. The first peak on the speed record was by definition the peak where the maximum speed occurred. The first zero value after this peak was used as the new start and the next peak on the speed record was detected and so forth until the end of the movement (see Fig. 1). The data from nine subjects were pooled together; thus a total of 1994 movements were analyzed. We excluded 472 movements (23.7%) in which an error had occurred as these were analyzed separately (see “Study of the errors” below). The speed records and trajectories of the 1522 correct movements were visually inspected. We excluded 516 trials in which the subject made small movements while inside the target circle. We repeated the analysis using a more relaxed criterion for the definition of the movement end. For this analysis we excluded 23 trials from the original 1522 correct trials. We also excluded 31 trials in which subjects produced step movements to the target; thus the speed record did not have a clear large first peak. Thus using the strict criterion for the definition of the movement end point we analyzed a total of 975 correct movements, while using the more relaxed criterion we analyzed 1468 correct movements. Table 1 shows the number of movements for each subject for each of the four levels of each parameter that was manipulated (target distance, size and direction). The sum of trials is 975. The data for each parameter (e.g., time to maximum deceleration) were submitted to a four-way factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA) with target distance, target size and



24 Table 1 Number of trials used in the data set after the application of all exclusion criteria (N = 975 trials) are separately presented for each of the fixed factors representing target manipulation (distance, size, direction). For each factor the data are divided by the number of different levels of manipulation and further divided by the number of subjects that participated in the study. The number of trials for each level for each subject is thus plotted in each of the table cells
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Size 2.3 mm 3.46 mm 4.6 mm 5.75 mm
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Distance 5.75 mm 10.35 mm 14.95 mm 19.55 mm
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Direction Forward Left Backward Right
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target direction as the fixed factors and subject number as a random factor (Statistica software, version 5.1, 1997 edition, Statsoft Inc.). The mean and variance for each level of the fixed factors were significantly correlated for all indices, thus violating a basic assumption for the applicability of the ANOVA analysis (Snedecor and Cohran 1988). We thus submitted the data for each index to a logarithmic or a square root transformation to maximally reduce the correlation between means and variances (Snedecor and Cohran 1988). The results of the ANOVA presented for each parameter correspond to the transformed data while for presentational clarity the original values were used for tables and graphs. We used the 0.01 significance level to define significant effects in these ANOVA analyses. Post hoc analyses were used to evaluate differences between mean values for each factor.



Results The mean values and standard deviations for all parameters measured from the speed record (see “Materials and methods”) for all movements included under the strict criterion definition of the movement end point (N=975) are presented in Table 2. Effects of target distance The increase in target distance resulted in an increase in the time that maximum speed was reached (F = 45.5, P 
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